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The other thing I'm going to write about is my recent 
interactions with other white males around appropriation and colonis-
ing of  particular "traditional" non-white customs, and PoC struggles...
I’ve been reading some good critical analysis about “anthropol-
ogy”, “enthno”-musicology, and other cultural studies that ap-
parently alot of  my friends study/research/talk about/etc.
This is related to more general conversations about decolonisation, ex-
ploitation, fetishisation, etc. 
I guess there are more explicit demonstrations of  fucked up power dynam-
ics (eg. Nestle testing unsafe products on babies throughout Africa) that we 
can largely agree on, but there are also more subtle exchanges, which is what 
I’ve been discussing with various white “cultural ethnographers” of  late.
It is largely based on an ehthical standpoint, for sure, so with-
out this inherent agreement then it’s a fruitless conversation.
The standpoint expresses a desire to be respectful to the “subject” 
you are studying, that there is an equal/considerable amount 
of  exchange and contribution flowing from the coloniser 
(that’s what I’ll call the anthropologist for now). That you don’t just 
take someone’s knowledge, experience, history, cul-
ture, territory...  and then curate it, editorialise, wrap 
it up into a neat little package, take it back to your 
upper middle-class university/academic circle and 
then bask in the glow of  that credit/”achievement” 
whilst it propels you slowly upward an arduous 
ass-kissing ladder toward associate professorship.
That you give back to the community that you are benefitting from. That 
you are not using your association with that community 
to become some self-appointed, self-important messiah 
for their disempowered, defenseless, uneducated plight. 
That, in your “fieldwork”, you are sharing openly; sourcing 
your information fairly and proportionately; giving what 
you can, in a sensitive and appropriate manner. That you are 
not partaking in tokenistic rituals or shallow chitchat, and then carry-
ing away with you an ill-thought-out or mostly preconceived notion of   
what it is that you will then encapsulate in a thesis or a 1-hour lecture. 

I see this everywhere... and it’s not just academics. It’s film-
makers, designers, bloggers, musicians, writers, artists, 
the media producers and the cultural cargo of  this gen-
eration, greedy for uniqueness, and hungry for status. I 
know it’s complicated, but what I’m saying is, if  you know you 
are referencing something, especially something obscure or foreign or 
with less ‘distribution’ than you, then acknowledge it. If  you are get-
ting kudos or recognition from your research or appropriation from 
some place that has limited Tumblr access, then go dig them a frea-
kin’ latrine. You get what I’m saying. Don’t be a pretentious aspi-
rational dickhead just because you think you can get away with it.

WITH LOVE FROM ANNA VO
annaannavo@gmail.com

 
I’M CURRENTLY READING:

Exotic No More: Anthropology on the Front Lines (collection of  chapters 
edited by Jeremy MacClancy)
Decolonization is Not A Metaphor (essay by Eve Tuck, K. Wayne Yang)
Gentrification and Displacement: Melbourne (essay, Weller & Van Hulten)
http://unsettlingamerica.wordpress.com (blog)

First, I want to say thank you 
to my co-editor, Shotgun Seamstress.
It's been really rad to do this issue together.
I owe her a lot, namely through the Race 
Riot tour and general surrounding conver-
sation, I slowly realised that what I do and 
care about is not only legitimate, but these 
conversations need more space to happen.
I started this zine and did two issues with 
a white male, and if  you read my personal 
zine, you would know about how his inher-
ent racism, sexism and light-hearted as-
sault wore down my confidence and feeling 
of  worthiness as a political and personal 
individual. Now, almost two years after 
I moving to another city, I am just now 
starting to feel like an individual of  val-
ue and purpose again. And much of  that 
was due to Osa's strength and affirmation. 

So, thank you, 
and it's an honour 
working with you.



THIS IS WHERE OSA’S (SHOTGUN SEAMSTRESS) INTRO SHOULD BE, BUT SHE DOESN’T HAVE INTERNET AT HER HOUSE
,

IS HELLA BUSY, AND COULDN’T SEND IT THROUGH ON TIME. PLUS SHE CAN’T COME ON TOUR WITH US... WAAAAHHH!











I first heard of Daighila several years ago after they were refused entry into Australia for being four 
brown guys. They had a tour booked, spending cash and return tickets, but border security made a 
judgement, sent them to a detention centre, banned them from the country for a few years, and then 
slapped them all with a mammoth bill for the “accommodation” and the short notice flights back to 
Malaysia, which took them years to pay off… FUCK BORDERS AND FUCK BORDER PATROL.
Since then I’ve had the pleasure of playing with them, chilling with them in Kuala Lumpur, and 
generally becoming good friends with these lovely people. They are still one of the most effortlessly 
cathartic, passionate and earnest bands I’ve ever seen. Much love to Daighila...

1.    Tell us about the group Daighila, and the individuals 
that make it up.

Daighila was formed in a small town called Rembau, 
Malaysia. I don’t really know how to describe our music, but 
we play around with a lot of stuff. We’re childhood friends 
from the same town and basically grew up together. We 
formed this band after secondary school around 2001. At 
first Ami and I played the guitar, Duan sings and Fika played 
drums. Then Mudik joined us around 2002 on bass. Then 
Fika left around 2008 and I took his place on drums. Now 
Ami plays the guitar, Duan sings, Mudik plays the bass and I 
play drums. No particular story behind the band. Just friends 
wanting to make music together. 
 
2.    What/who inspired you when you started, and what 
inspires you now?
 
When we were young, we listened to a lot of stuff. We 
listened to all kind of stuff we could get from shows, friends 
our elder brothers. But the two bands that were really con-
sidered as a turning point for us at that time was Fingerprint 
from France and Jhai Alai from Singapore. We loved the 
style they were playing and the lyrics they had. It was such an 
inspiring moment listening to them for the first time. Nowa-
days, what really inspires us are a lot of good bands around 
here, especially from Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia, 
hardworking friends in the scene, and the growing scene 
in SE Asia itself. It’s so moving to see our friends working 
so hard in a project or in a band in the punk scene in this 
region. More bands are touring, putting up good

releases or just being active. It shows that there’s no rea-
son to hold back or love less the things we’re doing now 
as a band and as an individual in the local punk scene. In 
terms of musically, we are currently listening to a lot of 
epic, heavy and dark stuff. I personally can’t stop listening 
to Corrupted’s Garten der Unbewusstheit. Other than that 
I’m currently listening to a lot of folk music. 
 
3.    Where have you toured? Where do you want to 
tour? How long did it take you to prepare/save money for 
these tours?

We have constantly been touring around SE Asia and we 
recently toured Europe last fall. We tried to tour Aus-
tralia around 2007, but we got denied entry and got sent 
back for some reason. But the guys in Australia was kind 
enough to do a benefit shows for us to cover the loss from 
flight tickets and all. Well it couldn’t cover the whole cost 
because it was just too much but we are so grateful for 
it. We basically want to tour the whole world if it is pos-
sible. It’s not an easy thing for us to raise money to tour 
especially to “first world” foreign countries. The flight is 
just so expensive and our currency is much weaker. And 
we always have to face the risk of denied entry like what 
happened in Australia. We are having plans to tour Japan 
soon but we need tons of money to get the visa to go there 
first and the currency is so ridiculously high. The last time 
we toured Europe, we had to really plan things. It took us 
years planning for it. Luckily a friend of ours, Martin from 
Czech helped us with the booking. Some of us did two 
jobs and sell personal stuff for the flight tickets and all.



The hard part was also booking shows. Some contacts we 
had really helped a lot with bookings and stuff. But some 
people we contacted showed no interests at all. Well it’s un-
derstandable. Maybe we’re just some small band from some 
small unnoticed country. It’s far easier for foreign bands to 
book a tour here though. They are welcome any time. But it 
was all worth it. Touring Europe was such a breeze. 

4.    Tell us more about what happened when you tried to 
tour Australia, for people who have never heard the story?
 
It was just bad luck I guess. When we arrived in Melbourne 
airport we were called and our bags were checked. They 
checked our cash, which wasn’t much of course. So they 
suspected we were there to work and we were a part of the 
group of other foreigners that were detained earlier. We 
told them we were tourists and showed our tourist visas and 
return tickets. We didn’t bring any equipment because we 
were planning to use our friend’s. We told them our friends 
are outside waiting to pick us up which was true. But they 
told us our friends have left and they told our friends that we 
were already sent back. We gave them our relatives and Ma-
laysian friends contact numbers and address. They ignored 
it and sent us to a holding room. We demanded a call to 
the embassy but they told us it was already late and nobody 
would probably answer and no matter what we will be sent 

home. After interrogations and interviews we were sent to 
a detention centre in Brownstone about 30km from the 
airport. We stayed there for a day before being sent back. 

5.    HOW WAS YOUR EUROPEAN TOUR? What 
was the best parts/shows/times?
 
Europe was indescribably awesome. I would do anything 
to tour there again. The people are nice, the places are 
beautiful, and the shows were great. It was so organized 
and pleasant. Maybe we were fortunate enough to have 
good promoters and friends helping out putting up the 
shows. But our friends from Tools Of The Trade also 
enjoyed their European tour. The best shows I personally 
think was in Hamburg, Krakow and Vienna. The venue 
in Hamburg was great. The bands playing were great too! 
We had Kids Of Zoo from Australia and Ursut from 
Sweden. Nice people. Same goes to Krakow and Ham-
burg. We played with Drip of Lies from Poland, Centu-
ries from the States and Boredom from Austria. Not to 
say that all the other shows were not good. Each show has 
its perks. Prague show with Remek was extra special to 
me because it was Martin’s hometown and we get to meet 
all his close friends and the show was a blast! Europe was 
incredibly beautiful during autumn. And the best part was 
meeting people and learn things about how tours are set 
up there and stuff. The guy who booked our tour, Martin, 
did a great job. We are ever so thankful to him and every-
one who has helped along the way especially Fluffwheels 
and Jakub from Seek Harbor for the vans and backlines. 
And the people and food in Germany was so good! So 
good! We enjoyed our time in Germany.

6.    Did anything weird or bad happen to do with your 
nationality/race?
 
In Europe? I don’t think so. But there was this one time 
in Rijeka, Croatia, where we went to some indoor boot 
sale party or something before the show when suddenly a 
girl touched our faces and said it was the first time she had 
ever touched an Asian. But then we ended up talking with 
her. That’s all, I guess.

7.    Did you have border security issues in Europe?
 
To be honest we were a bit... I mean so nervous upon 
entering Frankfurt Airport. We just didn’t know what to 
expect. We were sent back before from Australia and it 
could happen again. But to our relief it was so easy en-
tering. One of us couldn’t really speak English that well. 
He did get a little trouble explaining and stuff, but he got 
through. No big deal. 



 8.    Did you meet lots of nice people? 
 
Tons of nice people. In fact everyone was nice. People came 
up and talk to us. We really enjoyed this part of the tour. 
We learned a lot from these people. Some people there 
don’t even know punk scenes exist in our part of the region. 
So it’s a good thing we get to talk about it. Everyone stayed 
for our shows and were very supportive. Some even invited 
us to stay at their place after shows. It was such a humbling 
experience meeting all these people. Well, we only heard 
stories about xenophobes, racists and Nazis in Europe. I 
guess we were lucky we didn’t stumble upon any of them if 
there are any. Most of the people we met were nice. All in 
all, Europe was great!
 
9.    What are all your releases so far?
 
1. rehearsal cassette (self released 2001)
2. daighila demo cassette (utarid:tapes 2005)
3. ‘this is not a break up’ compilation cd (papakerma records 
2006)
4. split cassette with noisy sins of the insect (yehonala 
recordings / utarid:tapes 2007)
5. ‘you mean the world to me’ compilation cdr (face first 

production 2007)
6. ‘miscellaneous’ collection cdr (third arm records 2008)
7. ‘happy little creature’ compilation cd (third arm records 
2008)
8. ‘henceforth’ ep cassette (stoneville records 2009)
9. split cassette with sarjan hassan ‘redefining diy’ 
(revulsion records 2010)
10. split 7″ vinyl with fanzui xiangfa (tenzenmen  / eastcore 
records / revulsionrecords / stoneville records 2010)
11. split cassette with circuits (stoneville records 2011)
12. split 7″ vinyl with this is atlantis (epidemic records 
2011)
13. split cassette with pazahora (epidemic records 2011)
14. split 7″ vinyl with grinding halt (bullwhips records / 
graanrepubliek records,/ tenzenmen)

10.  Do you have difficulty putting out records, pressing 
vinyl, buying international records, because of MYR 
(Malaysian Ringgit) or postage problems, etc?
 
It can get a bit pricey.  It’s funny because I just read an 
article about how the US Postal Service has increased its 
price just before answering this interview. The weak cur-
rency of this region does affect the availability of interna



tional punk goods here. There are no pressing plants for 
vinyl in this region. So usually if a local label wants to 
release vinyl, they would order pressings from Europe. 
And that also adds up to the cost. Tape is the best option 
for a band here. It’s the cheapest and most affective in this 
region. Selling tapes is also easy here. And we can press in 
small amount compared to CDs where you need to order at 
least 1000 pcs. But the problem is there’s only one pressing 
plant for tapes left and there’s a possibility it would be closed 
down. 
 
11.  What are your thoughts on the differences between the 
punk/diy/hc/music culture in the States, in Europe, in South 
East Asia? 
 
Music wise, there are a lot of good bands here in SE Asia 
ranging from all types of genres relevant to the punk/diy/
hc/music culture. I don’t see much difference in that sense 
between in the States, Europe and South East Asia. It would 
take all day for me to list down all the good bands that I like 
here in SE Asia. But from my observation, it is harder to sell 
records here compared to in Europe for instance (because 
I have never been to the States.) But it’s not all that bad. 
Local labels and bands are doing a great job distributing and 
promoting vinyl and tapes though. It can get a bit challenging 
touring here in SE Asia. Other than the difference in climate 
and weather, the mode of transportation can get a bit tricky. 
We need to travel by bus, trains etc. But renting a van is also 
considered an option. But sometimes it can get a bit costly. 
In Europe we get good pay from shows to support money 
for gas and renting vans and backlines and stuff. But here it’s 
just not enough. Shows in SE Asia do not pay as well com-
pared to shows in US, Europe and Japan. A lot of factors 
contribute to this especially in country like Indonesia and 
Malaysia. I think mainly because the difference in currencies 
and the way shows are put up here. But we surely have good 
shows going on here with great venues and great bands. We 
have been involved in a lot of bands touring here in SE Asia. 
We have been handling bands from America, Japan, China 
and Europe and all around SE Asia and so far, everything 
seems ok I think. I think the hospitality is quite good. We 
also have strong activist movements here like Food Not 
Bombs, Justice for Sisters, Antifa, Occupy movements, 
Critical Mass and lots more that I think pretty much 
happens in other radical scenes in other regions as well.

12.  Can you recommend any awesome SE Asian bands at 
the moment? Especially with women in them :-)
 
The Pips are good. Shh.. Diam, Pazahora, Yumi, The 
Psalms, Pusher, Hurricane, Memorial, Crimescene, Osman-
tikos, Weotskam, Tools of the Trade, Compulsion to Kill,

NAO, Rotgut, Wicked Suffer, Alice, Vague, Raincoat, 
Grave Dancers… I can go on and on. These are among 
really active and hardworking bands that I can recall right 
now. My latest craving is a band called Abrasion from 
Singapore. Awesome band. Real good.
 
13.  What are your plans for the future?
 
Ami is going to have a baby soon. So I don’t think we will 
be touring anywhere this year. We might put up a few 
releases. We will be recording for some projects soon. 

14.  Links, websites, recommended reading?
 
altaraksara.blogspot.com 
– Collection of Malaysian Punk Music
shockawemedia.wordpress.com 
– Malaysian Punk Collective
ricecooker.kerbau.com - Malaysian Punk Collective
lioncitydiy.blogspot.com - Singaporean Punk Collective
prohibitedprojects.blogspot.com - A friend from Singa-
pore
7x0x7.blogspot.com - About touring in SE Asia
justiceforsisters.wordpress.com - Malaysian activism on 
women’s rights
stonevillerecords.weebly.com - A small label we run our-
selves
philippines80shardcore.blogspot.com - Philippine Punk 
Collective
koleksizine.com -A friend from Malaysia
wastedrockers.wordpress.com - Jakarta, Indonesia Punk 
Collective
rumahapi.weebly.com - Dearest friends and Punk Space
maybemars.org - A label run by a friend in China
 
 
Zines – 

Social Prison (Singapore), Shock N Awe, Mosh, Bebal 
(Peninsular Malaysia), Shutdown (Borneo, Malaysia), 
Newbornfire, Ada Madafakah, United Blood (Indonesia)

Daighila can be found here:
daighila.bandcamp.com
daighila.blogspot.com











Hello Mars! The first question is, do you have a pre-
ferred way to identify, personally or politically? 

Geeky mixed trans/queer with introverted tendencies, but 
deeply believes in ACAB. 

Tell us about Aye Nako, how long you have been 
around, highlights and future plans? 

It all started in a cold basement in Bloomington, IN back 
around 2008. We recorded a demo in my and Joe’s (the 
bassist and best friend) living room. A few months later, 
Joe and I moved to Oakland, CA, playing some of the 
same songs, but with a new drummer and new name, 
Fleabag. A couple years later, the two of us relocated to 
Brooklyn and immediately started playing with Angie (ex. 
Little Lungs, Cheeky) on the drums. We did a demo tape 
shortly after making this formation. At this very moment 
of answering this question, we are waiting to receive the 
mastered version of our songs for the full length record that 
we plan to put out ourselves. Upon completion, we want to 
tour the heck out of it!

How much does your subjective identity/ies play into 
how you formed the band, the choices surrounding 
the types of shows/fests/releases you play/make, and 
things like lyrics or dialogue, etc. 

So much that I feel like it can make me seem like an ass-
hole. I hate having to politely say to guys, “No, we can’t

play your show (for some made up reason)” when they 
ask if we’ll play with their band. The real answer that I 
say in my head is “No way! I have zero interest in play-
ing the show you are booking because each band con-
sists only of bearded, straight white guys. And I appreci-
ate you asking, but you clearly don’t get us and what we 
stand for.” This band is an antithesis to those bands and 
I am still trying to figure out how to make it outwardly 
crystal clear.

What’s your musical history or creative life like? 
What do you do other than play in Aye Nako? What 
are your interests? 

Once, I did the vocals in a Limp Wrist cover band. I’d 
love to someday do it again, just vocals, in a band like 
that. Aye Nako is my only musical project right now, but 
I have joked about my goofing around on a loop and 
delay pedal being my solo project. I dabble with experi-
mental film using a hi-8 camera and want to make some 
freaky videos to go with the loops I’ve written.

Do you have places you would like to tour or people/
bands you plan to tour with? 

Since moving to the east coast, I haven’t yet been back 
to California. Right now, I have my heart set on a west 
coast tour. 

Have you had positive experiences with community-
building, eg. at Ladyfests or at Girls Rock Camps? 

AYE NAKO
T A L K I N G  W I T H  M A R S



Or online, or from your fanbase? Tell us about your 
experience/s with those... 

Yes. My second week of living in New York, I volunteered 
here at Willie Mae’s Rock Camp for Girls. I made a lot 
of friends right away. It helped me fi nd my current room-
mates, linked me to number of other connections and 
boosted my confi dence in teaching guitar that I started 
giving private lessons. It feels so refreshing to see different 
kinds of people making different kinds of music be it at rock 
camp or at Ladyfest and the like.

Do you have much connection with your family/com-
munity/neighbourhood history? Would you like to tell 
us about those? 

Somewhat. I work once a week as a band coach at the 
YMCA by my house in a program for teenage girls where 
they get the opportunity to jam on instruments lent to the Y 
by Willie Mae.

Was it a journey in terms of being shy initially when 
making music, or have you always been fairly confi -
dent with playing in bands, etc? 

Oh dear! It has been quite a journey. I cringe thinking 
about my fi rst ever show at 18, playing solo acoustic songs 
at gay pride. My throat was closed up, I had diarrhea, my 
fi ngers were uncontrollable sausages, and I bumped my 
head very hard on the microphone after a song. For years, 
I refused to use a boom stand because of that. My fi rst 
band started in Bloomington a while before Aye Nako.
It was called Quadrillion Babes and I was teeming with

stage fright at every show: I didn’t know how to project 
my singing voice, my eyes were closed or looking at my 
hands, and I didn’t really speak in between songs. Or in 
general.

Do you have band/record/music recommendations 
for readers? 

Speedy Ortiz (Northampton, MA) - I have a great appre-
ciation for 90s alternative/indie bands and their sound 
fi ts in that category so well, they could have been one. 
Little Victory (Brooklyn, NY) - They aren’t a band any-
more, but I still love the songs they have recorded. One 
of the best tours of my life was with this band. 

Reading lists or website links for awesome reading? 

This page has introduced to me many cool women in 
history that I probably never would have heard of other-
wise http://unapproachableblackchicks.tumblr.com/
I also look at The People’s Record, 
http://thepeoplesrecord.com/

Please include anything at all you would like us to 
print with this interview. Thank you!!!

The below drawing was done by me! 

I refused to use a boom stand because of that. My fi rst 
band started in Bloomington a while before Aye Nako.
It was called Quadrillion Babes and I was teeming with

Mars and Aye Nako can be found here:

https://ayenako.org/



GOOD WHITE PERSON

Yes, ol’ fashioned racism can and does get to me. Those racial slurs as I ride my bicycle, being the only one 
followed by the security guard, or the never-really-random airport search, but most days, if I had to choose 
my direct racist experience, I’d rather any of the above over encounters with a Good White Person.
If you’re a POC, you probably know at least one of these Good White People! If you’re white and reading 
this, maybe you are one; a well intentioned whitey. You’re ‘on my side’, right? You fi gured out racism is ‘bad’ so 
now you’ve joined the fi ght against racism! Maybe you work in a social enterprise, for a charity, with refugees, 
or Indigenous people, or in the multi-cultural arts. You’re proud of yourself for your many years of human 
rights work. You’ve claimed your anti-racist identity, you have friends and maybe even lovers who are people 
of colour, so how could you possibly be racist?
How could you NOT be racist? We have been raised in a white supremacy and we have all internalised 
racism. We are all racist.
I don’t have the emotional or political energy for friends and acquaintances who express that they are hurt 
and offended that I’ve inferred that they are racist by critiquing their behaviour or by simply withdrawing 
from their company. I know that it hurts to feel admonished or abandoned, but this is not comparable or 
relevant to the hurt and betrayal I feel by people who have tried to contextualise the racist behaviours I 
experience in terms of the person who has enacted racism’s ignorance, insecurities, or good intentions 
(which are factors in their behaviour, but don’t alter my experience of their behaviour as racism). This 
justifi cation de-validates my experience, and though I remind myself that friends are well intentioned in trying 
to comfort me by convincing me that I needn’t feel bad because nobody meant any harm, they are silencing 
me as a person of colour, re-centering the experience around whiteness, and being complicit in white 
supremacy. In contrast, I emphasise how empowering it has been to share experiences of racism and have my 
anger and sense of alienation validated by others. This has been infi nitely more ‘comforting’ than the friends 
who have had a ‘Don’t worry about it’ attitude. That’s their privilege not to worry about something that per-
meates all aspects of my daily, lived experience.
I do have white friends who ‘worry about it’. And I mean, beyond white guilt. White guilt doesn’t really help 
me in itself, it doesn’t help me have a less racist experience of the world. Articulation of white guilt re-centers 
discussion of racism around white experience, and it puts pressure on POCs to reassure white people’s 
feelings. I have been generous enough to articulately delineate to people that I care about, how they have 
enacted privilege on me and had them shut down, be paralysed by guilt that I want nothing to do with. If 
they use their guilt to be self-aware and conscious of their privilege, if it provides some ongoing motivation 
for them to critically refl ect on and deconstruct their place in white supremacy and to critically engage in the 
future, then that isn’t bad, but they shouldn’t expect congratulations for it. They should be grateful I expended 
energy and emotionally risked myself to critique them, because there is less risk and more empowerment in 
sharing experiences and having them validated, than in educating white people, especially individually.
I operate with great suspicion around white people and white dominated collectives and spaces that claim 
anti-racist motivations. It so often seems that embracing diversity is seen as a magical recipe for equality 
when it’s no guarantee that everyone’s experience in the ‘diverse group’ will be an equal experience. It means 
there’s a complicated mix of power dynamics to do with race, class, gender, able-bodiedness, etc that need be 
acknowledged and constantly addressed. I’m not going to applaud them for their embracement of diversity, 
I’m going to wonder about how those dynamics play out and doubt that those from ‘marginalised groups’ feel 
empowered in the situation. Just because the doormat, the signage, the mission statement or they personally 
say ‘You’re welcome here’, does not mean that I have automatically been made to feel welcome, and when 
the racisms I critique are condoned or denied, that welcome means nothing.







Don’t assume because I’m in your establishment, party, group, band, bed, or friendship, that our experience 
of that situation is equal, when we didn’t even come to the situation from equal grounds. You asserting to 
me, especially in the face of me critiquing your privilege and your racisms, that you consider ‘all people equal’ 
and that you ‘treat all people the same’, denies my experience within, and affirms to me your complicity in, 
white supremacy. We do not have an equal experience of the world and so your supposed equal treatment 
can never be experienced equally. For example, a person (such as one of colour) who has had their body 
devalued, made both invisible and hyper-visible, who has been constantly other-ed, is not going to experience 
non-consensual touch in the same way as those subject to less consistent other-ing.
I’m speaking from my lived experience as a marginalized person who has been in situations that I was not 
forced into, putting in energy that was not asked of me, and consistently adapting though it was rarely liter-
ally demanded of me to do so. I realise, mostly in retrospect, how privilege has played into my relationships, 
collaborations and other experiences. And I try to understand why those who have enacted privilege on me 
do not understand my anger and sense of betrayal that is often catalysed when adaptation is consistently not 
reciprocated even in crucial times. Perhaps neither of us acknowledged the ongoing implicit power dynam-
ics; my adaptation nor how that adaptation is part of a lifetime of my being conditioned to adapt, and their 
lifetime of having those without their privilege adapting to them. Of course, the dynamics are not just of race, 
but class, gender, sexuality and many other complexities. I know I have unwittingly enacted privilege on those 
I care about. I’m grateful to people who have pulled me up because it shouldn’t be up to them to challenge 
me, I need to be self-aware and initiate change in myself. And I’m thankful and inspired if they’re still in my life, 
because I know continued engagement with people who un-intentionally de-validate your experience is a 
generosity I haven’t lately been feeling capable of myself.
I would prefer not to operate on a high level of distrust towards most white people I encounter, but it seems 
a lot healthier than consistently feeling betrayed. You can’t just say ‘trust me’; you have to earn trust and keep 
it alive. As a person of colour, I know that first hand, as trust is not something given freely to people of colour 
by white supremacy. Yet I am constantly expected to offer my trust, without critique, to white people, and if 
I do not, then I am pitied, feared, despised or dismissed for my distrust, including by some other people of 
colour. It’s as if I should know, there are ‘bad’ racist people out there but there are white people who have no-
bly chosen to be saviours of people of colour, when they didn’t even have to be! That I should realize I need 
gratefully congratulate them for deciding to be a Good White Person.
So, here’s a certificate for all the Good White People out there, born out of an email exchange with Wai 
Ho of Mellow Yellow blog (thanks Wai!). So, Good White People, if you really want to fight racism and help 
people of colour then send $10 and I’ll send you an authentic, signed certificate (or else tear out the centre-
fold). All proceeds to People of Colour.

Texta Queen can be found at 

harshbrowns.wordpress.com



Beau Navire are an awesome band from Bay Area, USA, made up of four wonderful 
individuals. I first met them and heard of them in the Czech Republic, where they were 
rampaging Europe one summer. For this piece I interviewed two members of Beau Na-
vire separately, Trei and Kris. Trei’s section is first, and Kris’ is second.



TREI

Tell us about Beau Navire! How it started, any trans-
formations, and where you have toured and released?

So, interestingly enough Beau Navire started sort of 
in my living room. One day in passing from school to 
work I came home to a jam session where my room-
mate Jasmine (original member) was starting a project 
with two others. One of the other people there jamming 
that day was Kris! I only had an hour to hang at home 
on my way to work and I forget who asked, I think 
Jasmine, if I wanted to jam for a bit. I agreed and it was 
pretty awesome. So we decided to make it a real thing. 
The original guy who intended to play bass never made 
it to the first couple of practices so we ended up asking 
Jon to play. Eventually Jasmine left the band and we 
asked our homie Sean to play guitar and replace her. It’s 
been amazing ever since!

We have toured much of the northeast and parts of 
Canada. Down to San Diego and back here on the west 
coast and also did a full European tour.

And what about past bands all four of you have been 
in?

Hmm, this is what I can recall

Jon: Spectres (Maudlin) 
Kris: Spring break North Korea, Skate Witches back in 
2008/2009.
Sean: Archaeopteryx, Loma Prieta
Me: I wrote haikus about cannibalism in your yearbook 
and Xochtil
 
The impression I got listening to Beau Navire, is 
that it’s music is very much an important vessel of 
your expression, do you write most of the lyrics or 
is it shared? How would you describe your personal 
changes/journey from when the band started to where 
it is now?

I’ve written quite a bit of the lyrics, although Jon and 
Kris have done significant contributions as well. I really 
appreciate you recognizing Beau Navire is an impor-
tant vessel for my expression, I have to say I think it is 
for everyone in the band. I have grown and changed 
immensely from the inception of this band. I mean it’s 
really hard to pin point every personal change. I have 
done so many things since the inception of this band 
to affect a lot of different expressions of Beau Navire. 
About a year prior to the forming of Beau Navire I met 
the love of my life and wife. We have a young beautiful 

daughter together named Azalea. These two have 
really influenced my growth as a father and partner 
and even my whole outlook on life. I think that after 
touring and sharing so many experiences with these 
friends of mine on tour I’ve matured as a friend. We 
all share similar views with the world, politics, philos-
ophy, economics, modernity and social inequalities.  
A lot of which all reflects in our music, through the 
writing style, the lyrics, the intensity. We all influence 
each other with all of the experiences in our lives and 
come together to express what simple conversation 
cannot. We want people to connect on a deeper level 
with oue music. Even if they don’t give a shit about 
the lyrics. They know the sound of feeling, of emo-
tion, of frustration, anger and anything else we can 
pack in there. I really love what we’ve done together. 
These are some of the closest friends I’ll ever have in 
this life. 

Let’s talk about feelings. How was it where both of 
you grew up, in terms of racism or tokenisation or 
misunderstandings? How were your schools/neigh-
bourhoods/corresponding punk scenes about race 
stuff? 

I grew up in the bay area, to be honest there was 
never really much issue at least that I can recall. Most 
of our group of friends growing up were very “P.C.” 
I won’t tolerate racism and if I knew a certain person, 
or people were that way, there was enough open 
minded alternatives to move towards.

Did either of you have any weird or funny or no-
table experiences on tour in Europe? 

I watched Kris drunkenly hung over try and sit in an 
all wood kids chair in Dresden, Germany and it disin-
tegrate beneath him and fall back onto a soft patch of 
grass and just lay there for like 5 min. I thought it was 
perfect.

Are there any institutional or global struggles or 
social injustices that you are particularly passionate 
about, or want to share with readers? Or local anec-
dotes? 

Well, I think there are a lot, but I am really glad you 
mentioned race. I think that people try and play down 
the fact that racism is still so prevalent in American 
culture in particular. It really bothers me that people 
say, “Well we’ve come so far.” That may be true, 
but in the end we need to uplift each other onto a 
higher plateau of open mindedness and equality for 
all people. Life is to be enjoyed, by all people, no one 



should be able to take away that fundamental principle 
for anyone. Even in passive modern social norms. We 
need to kill this shit and stand up for everyone together.

Any band recommendations? Reading recommenda-
tions? Website links to rad stuff? 

Capacities from New Jersey are fucking hot right not. 
Check em' out.

What are the future plans for BN, are you touring 
much with Lumens? 

We are discussing another release, possibly. Most likely 
an EP followed by a few shows maybe?

KRIS

So Kris, I wasn't the only one that noticed on the Eu-
ropean tour your creative/rad/hella wacky drumming 
style... do many people comment on it, and what do 
you attribute it to? Did you learn drums from a young 
age? Are you self-taught or formally educated?

On top of most of the other punk and hardcore I grew 
up listening to, I listened to a lot of bands like Braid, 
No Knife, Shiner, Jawbox, Q and Not U—really ma-
thy, angular bands that had really crazy switches and 
styles in the way of rhythm, time signatures and what 
not. I taught myself how to play drums by listening 
to bands I really liked and the more challenging and 
interesting records were always the most fun to play 
along to. I guess that filtered into the way I approach 
playing drums today—make it interesting and chal-
lenging to play and make it interesting and challeng-
ing to listen to.

Let’s talk about feelings. How was it where both of 
you grew up, in terms of racism or tokenisation or 
misunderstandings? How were your schools/neigh-
bourhoods/corresponding punk scenes about race 
stuff? 

I grew up in North Carolina but usually kept to my-
self and a handful of people within my local scene. 
Most of those people I knew and care about in Ra-
leigh were very accepting, progressive, respectful 
and responsible people in how they navigated the 
spaces they occupied. Most of the ignorance and rac-
ism I noticed was at the private high school I went to. 



In retrospect, I think it’s really funny and vaguely 
pathetic that my blackness was of such concern to 
other people. At that point, I’d already decided not to 
give a fuck and as far as I know, those shitty people 
I knew back then are still shitty, so I can’t really be 
bothered to care about them anymore. If anything, it 
informed me better on the caliber of people I wanted 
to surround myself, the things I wouldn’t tolerate and 
just how complex that ingrained, inherited ignorance 
can be.

I also drew a lot through both of my parents’ experi-
ences with regard to navigating my own ethnicity. 
My father, being half Nigerian, half Swedish, had told 
me about him and his brothers and sisters not being 
“African” enough for Nigeria and not being “white” 
enough for Sweden when they were forced to relocate 
during the Biafran War in the late 1960s. That coupled 
with my mom’s family dealing with racism on the 
southside of Chicago from when she was born on-
ward and the grace and style they, both my parents’ 
families, met it with has given me a sense of perspec-
tive and pride for being different beyond what meets 
the eye. The fact that my grandfather, rest in power, 
and my grandmother were a proud couple from dif-
ferent backgrounds as theirs is a testament to the fact 
that despite the lines people draw along lines of color, 
there are transcendent connections and links that can-
not be disputed. It’s tough to see sometimes but I’m 
glad that I’ve been taught from a young age that those 
lines of demarcation are all mental, not physical and 
meant to be crossed. How else could we get things 
done if we didn’t?

Did either of you have any weird or funny or no-
table experiences on tour in Europe? 

Probably a toss-up between drinking the distilled 
plum spirit in Budapest our host, Botond, aptly de-
scribed as tasting like “burning hammers” or the 
weird, wine-fueled bedroom dub-step dance party 
in the Netherlands. I think I remember trying to 
sleep outside that night. Best experience of that tour 
was probably playing on the pier in Slovenia. Play-
ing a show to a bunch of people in a country I never 
thought I’d ever go as the sun was setting was a 
pretty radical experience.

I would like to hear about your family histories. 
Other people I have interviewed who live in Cali-
fornia, have told some really inspiring stories about 
their parents, grandparents, etc. Do you have any 

any cool stuff about your relatives/communities you 
would like to share?

I’m actually Swedish and Nigerian (my dad is half 
and half, Nigerian father, Swedish mother) with a 
huge family. I’ve been to both Sweden and Nige-
ria and seen the tiny villages my grandmother and 
grandfather came from. I even got a chance to meet 
my grandmother’s parents when I was younger. I 
know it’s hard for some people to actually be able to 
touch or access their history going back past certain 
points, but I’ve been really lucky to be able to see 
back three generations through the lens of two wildly 
different cultures and countries and through a huge 
family of aunts, uncles and cousins.

Any band recommendations? Reading recommenda-
tions? Website links to rad stuff? 

Be on the lookout for the No Sir LP that’s coming out 
this year. It’s going to be a monster.

Beau Navire can be found at

beaunavire.bandcamp.com

(photo credits: reid” by Reid Haithcock, 

“germany” & “germany2” by Kurt Cohen)



The Queen Behind the Scene: 
An Interview with Taquila Mockingbird

by Osa Atoe

This is the only interview I’ve ever done that left me wanting to ask so many more questions.  
Taquila Mockingbird is a Rennaissance woman of sorts and when I found out about her for the 
first time last year, I’d never felt so excited and so annoyed at the same time.  I was elated to find 
out about a black rocker from the early days of LA punk who had done so much for the scene 
but also pissed because she’s been obscured by history, the way that many women and people 
of color often are.  Taquila’s earliest involvement with punk was as a scenester, befriending the 
New York Dolls and The Sex Pistols during the 1970s.  She later worked as the music supervi-
sor for New Wave Theater, a late-night punk variety show that aired in LA in the 1980s and was 
later nationally syndicated, featuring bands like The Circle Jerks, Black Flag, The Go-Gos, Fear, 
45 Grave, Suburban Lawns and many, many more. Taquila booked live shows, worked as Nina 
Hagen’s backup singer and manager, continues to write for various publication, ran her own 
magazine, has a background as an actress and model, and is a singer/performer who continues 
to gig weekly at various locations in LA.  The list goes on & on.  She started The Punk Museum 
in Hollywood a year ago in keeping with her promise to Darby Crash before he died to keep punk 
alive.  I relate to Taquila as a busybody and a black punk and felt lucky to have the chance to sit 
down and talk to her for this interview.  



[We were chatting a bit before the recorder was 
going.  This is where the interview begins on the 
tape...]

TM: I started with New Wave Theater, so that was 
1980-1983.

Was that your first punk related thing that you 
did?

TM:  No, I was actually friends with the New York 
Dolls back in 1973-74, so by then I was already on 
the path to hell. [laughs]

So, I read We’ve Got the Neutron Bomb a while 
back and don’t remember you being mentioned.

Well, I was Brendan Muller’s [founder of punk 
club The Masque] direct competition and he just 
decided that black people had no place in punk.  

Did he ever say that to you explicitly or was it just 
his attitude?

Um, at the end of his life, he said to me, “Why did 
you do it?” and I said, “Do what?” and he said, 
“Why did you have to book punk acts?  I could’ve 
been all by myself.  I could’ve been the only one.”  
See, he did The Masque.  I was at King’s Palace.  
That was my first night club.  Brendan booked 
for the place once and they didn’t like it and 
they put him out.  It was a black guy who owned 
the place and he wanted me to do the same 
thing, which I was already doing, but he wanted 
to make it more concentrated, so that it would 
be our people, not their people.  So, it became 
exclusively white.

Well, first of all, what do you mean by our people 
instead of their people? Black people instead of 
white people?

TM:  When I say my people, I don’t mean black 
people, I mean people that are outsiders.  I don’t 
subscribe to the whole “We’re all black, we’re all 
in one club together” mentality.

Okay, so tell me more about how and why the 
scenes got segregated and Brendan’s role in 
that.
 
TM:  The owner of King’s Palace was a black 
pimp.  Before punk, they mostly booked disco 

acts. 

Brendan was the first to bring punks to that 
club and then I came in and he moved over to 
The Masque. But The Masque was like...  I didn’t 
wanna go in because a friend of mine was The 
Masque’s janitor and we would go in there the 
morning after shows and find syringes and puke 
everywhere.  Brendan denied it, but I saw it.  It 
was just a place I never wanted to go to.  Carla 
[Maddog, drummer for The Controllers] was the 
only black person who ever went in there. 

So, the atmosphere of The Masque was alienat-
ing?

TM:  Yes, but also because Brendan Muller was 
only interested in exploiting punk for profit.  The 
Masque was initially a practice space and he 
started having punk shows there when he real-
ized he could make money off of it.  See, the 
first five years [of punk] we were united.  Then 
came people like Brendan who wanted to make 
punk an exclusive club.  The best part of punk 
was hanging out and finding other outsiders.  
The worst part of punk was “Who is punker 
than who?”  And racism definitely was a part of 
that because people became concerned with 
presenting a marketable image of punk.  I don’t 
think Johnny Rotten thought about [punk] that 
way.  He thought punk should be open to all out-
siders.  But people like Brendan changed that.  
They got what they wanted, they capitalized on it 
and also made it an exclusive club.  

What about the Latino punk scene in East LA?  

TM:  Everybody was a clique.  I mean, you had to 
be with your own gang, wherever it was.

What was the name of that one club, in East LA 
where a lot of the Latino punk bands played?

TM:  The Vex?

Yeah.

TM:  Yeah, I’m not really associated, but we’re all 
friends.  It’s not a beauty contest or a competi-
tion, but everyone seems to treat it that way in 
this town.  Everybody’s punker than thou and 
I don’t really go for that sort of thing.  So, I just 
ignore everybody and do my own thing.



 Do you want to talk to me more about what 
you’ve done over the years, because I’m pretty 
impressed with the scope of it.

TM:  Well, I’m an actress so I’ve been in tons of 
movies.  I was an extra.  Lots of us underground 
kids didn’t have any other way to make a living 
so we were extras in movies playing punkers.  
That was kind of how I made my living most of 
the time.  I wrote for a lot of magazines.  I was 
a high fashion model in Boston and I ran away 
from all of that to be a punk rocker.

When I found out about you, it was because you 
were credited as a writer for Flipside magazine.

TM:  Really?  Well, they only ever got two ar-
ticles out of me.  At this point, I’ve done so many 
things, I could be known for just about any of 
them.  

So, you run the Punk Rock Museum, and I’ve 
heard you talk about how that came to be, but 
for the purposes of this interview, do you want to 
say why you did it?

TM:  I did it because I totally loved all of my 
friends and I watched them, you know, grow up 
in this culture and I thought the culture would 
get lost if we didn’t preserve it and start talk-
ing about it, and make an attempt to nail down 
locations where it could be seen and shown and 
appreciated.  I think people ignore their youths.  
They try to put it away in a box and forget about 
it, but I think punk rock should still be talked 
about.

With the way you’re talking about punk, do you 
see it as this thing that existed at a certain time 
in the past, or do you see it as this thing that still 
exists?

TM:  I see it everyday.  I know there’s a future of 
thought where you’re still rebellious against the 
plastic bullshit they’re trying to shove down your 
throat in America.  Because basically, all they 
want you to do is consume, consume, consume 
and they want you to buy their clothes and their 
cars and they don’t care about the music, they 
just use it as commercials.  And they’ll squash 
anyone who doesn’t want to be a part of their 
commercials.  That’s how I see American culture.

So, if you see punk as this thing that’s still hap-
pening, then why did you feel the need to pre-
serve it in museum form?  Is it that you just want 
to preserve the earlier days of punk?

TM: Well, now it’s being done to death.  It’s a for-
mula and everyone’s just using the formula.  I like 
looking for new things.  I think what we did in the 
beginning was really strong and we meant every 
word we said and we had a good time doing it.  
But I think now, pretty much, people are com-
plaining about their cell phone bills and  gasoline 
prices and it really doesn’t apply to what punk 
actually is.  Punk is about being an individual and 
an individual who’s against the system.  Anything 
less, like trying to buy in and get a record deal 
means you’re not fucking punk.  That’s it.

So, you see people using the aesthetic of it but 
not representing punk values?

TM: I’m glad that they know how to go to the 
store and shop at Hot Topic.  We made every-
thing ourselves.  

The Punk Rock Museum has hosted various 
exhibits & performances by folks like Alice Bag, 
Rick Agnew, and Lydia Lunch.  What’s happening 
at the Punk Museum now?

TM:  There’s nothing on the walls right now 
because we’re putting up a big show on March 
1st of Miripolsky.  His work is all really whimsical 
and happy.  I’ve known him for thirty years... Well, 
I met him in ‘79 when I was working at another 
art gallery called The Zero, which was the first 
underground art gallery in LA, the first punk art 
gallery.  I used to put him on New Wave Theater 
back in the early 80s.

And you’re writing an autobiography?

TM:  Yes, it’s going to be five volumes, about 
1500 pages, all about rock’n’roll, my life, the mu-
seum.... It’ll be full of pictures, and writings. Out 
this summer on Transparency Press.

The  Punk Museum
http://www.lapunkmuseum.com/ 



c h e r  t a n
Cher Tan is a tough-as-fuck feminist zinester who used to organise shows for touring bands through 
South East Asia, write a perzine, run a zine distro and be incredibly nice, social, calm and eloquent 
all at the same time. She has recently received Resident Status in Australia, and is great to 
commiserate with about the SE Asian immigrant experience in that racist husk of a land. She’s 
compiling an upcoming zine on immigrants and radicalism/activism (still being conceptualised). 
Look out for more radness from her general direction. Here she is.

1. Tell us about growing up in Singapore, and when/how you 
got into punk, feminism, and activism.

Growing up in Singapore has been multi-faceted. To give a short 
summary about Singapore society and its workings (for those 
who don’t know), it still is to this day a one-party nanny state 
dystopia which at surface level operates like your typical first-
world democracy, but dig deeper and you realize there are a lot 
more layers than that. For example, all media is state-controlled 
and peaceful protest is illegal. I grew up in a middle-class family

and was very sheltered -- I don’t think it was until I was 13/14 
that my dad lost his business and fell into a lot of debt that I 
started being conscious about class, which saw me also start 
questioning the issues prevalent in Singaporean society. Also 
in Singapore the predominant race is Chinese, which I am, and 
as a result I have been afforded many privileges that people of 
other races (Malay, Indian, etc -- which make up the “mul-
ticultural melting pot” that is Singapore) would not be have 
such easy access to.
I got into punk when I was 18 or so. I remember being very



depressed in my last year of high school and subsequently in 
my first year of junior college -- which caused me to drop out 
altogether. I started working and it was in one of these jobs (a 
cashier in an internet cafe) that I got to know a girl over the net 
who invited me to “underground” shows (mostly emo/alt rock, 
they were not politicized), a world which I hadn’t knew existed 
before. From there I got to know more people and eventually 
was introduced to the punk subculture. Of course one thing led 
to another and I discovered zines, which was (and still are!) the 
cornerstone of my political education which naturally led me to 
feminism and then a couple of years later, activism.

In Singapore when you mention activism it either leaves a bad 
taste in people’s mouth or it is a non-existent notion: a thing that 
occurs “in the west” or a thing that you shouldn’t dabble in lest 
you be arrested by the state. It also operates in a different con-
text such that a lot of awareness is created on the internet (which 
aren’t so much controlled by the state) or events are constructed 
creatively to skirt around the red tape while still trying to not 
dilute its message. I organized some screenings with the collec-
tive Underneath The Radar, which touched on issues surrounding 
the environment, Singapore society, and feminism. I also had a 
zine distro, Polarity Press, which stocked zines that were mostly 
about DIY-punk, race, privilege, sexuality, sex-positivity, and 
feminism -- not only because these issues mean the most to me 
but also to inform the general punk/alt community in Singapore 
which may not necessarily have had access to reading about 
them. In 2011 I was one of the two co-founders of SlutWalk 
Singapore, which wasn’t a march per se (because, as mentioned, 
protests are illegal in Singapore) but a gathering at a designated 
“legal protest area”. There was also a day of workshops and talks 
the day before called “SlutTalk” which sought to contextualize 
for Singapore the issues SlutWalk tried to address.

2. Do you have a list of all the bands you organised shows 
for? Or at least tours for? Do you feel like your work/efforts 
were appreciated? What were highlights?

If I listed them all I’ll take up even more space on top of my ver-
bosity! I had a look at all the posters I saved in my computer and 
it looks like there may have been about 50 or so bands that I had 
organized tours/shows for, from Dec ‘07 to Mar ‘12. 

I remember starting to burn out near the end of 2011 with regards 
to tour/show organizing. I think losing the initial novelty that 
came with booking tours/shows for bands played a small part. 
Moreover, I was working and doing a ton of other stuff which 
made the juggling difficult. I also found the interactions to be 
more and more repetitive and a chore, and the work started to 
feel more like a job, which played a large part in the burn-out 
I guess. I don’t think it’s because I felt like my efforts weren’t 
appreciated, but as I wasn’t selective about the bands I booked 
(huge mistake!) the bulk of them either didn’t have a ton in com-
mon with me besides the love for DIY hardcore-punk music

 and/or acted in ways I felt to reflect (in varying degrees, 
whether blatant or subtle) white privilege. That didn’t sit well 
with me.

A lot of highlights for me have been interactions with bands 
who were hyper-aware of their privilege and truly it was a joy 
to be in their company. Not only did we have genuine con-
versations wherein we paralleled or discussed the problems/
issues within our respective scene(s) and societies, we also 
talked about race, class, and gender dynamics that we are 
either sensitive about, grapple with, or have witnessed. And of 
course as a result that made me enjoy their music more, I felt 
it was more sincere. Sadly these experiences have not pre-
dominated but to name these bands* they are (in chronologi-
cal order): Off Minor, 97-Shiki, Scum System Kill, Circuits, 
DEAD, Raivoraittius, Mr. Sterile Assembly, and Night Hag. I 
also enjoyed hanging out with Crux, whom I didn’t book.

(editor: awwww, you didn’t! hahaha)

*If I didn’t name your band it doesn’t mean that you were 
boring or an asshole, it may mean that we simply didn’t spend 
enough time with one another. Or I somehow forgot because 
my memory is shit!

3. Have you ever had dodgy interactions with bands on 
tour? Have you ever noticed people acting sexist, racist, 
tokenistic, patronising or privileged/bratty? Please tell us 
about those interactions.

Definitely. I’m not going to name names but I have personally 
witnessed:

- Bands who didn’t want to understand the different cultures 
they were facing but instead chose to make inappropriate 
comments they thought were funny. 

- People who exoticized the cultures they were experiencing. 
For e.g. “I wish we had these little carts selling food where we 
came from!”, “I wish I was Asian!”, etc

- People who thought it amazing that I speak English so well 
(countless times)

- Bands who didn’t appreciate the hospitality that were shown 
to them and wanted things to happen on their own terms or 
based on what they were usually comfortable with where they 
came from. For e.g. insisting to sleep in a hotel instead of in 
someone’s house (which was offered) because it didn’t match 
their level of comfort/cleanliness. 

- Bands who chose instead to stick amongst themselves 
instead of making an effort to interact with local kids for 
whatever reason.



- Bands I felt were simply using SE Asia as a “stepping stone” 
of sorts either to gain credibility with their scene back home 
or wanted to use the region as a primer before embarking on 
“bigger” tours in the US/Europe. Seeing SE Asian scenes as an 
“other”, basically. Or the tour was some sort of “exotic adven-
ture” to them, where they did all this wild and crazy shit you 
wouldn’t normally do in your safe white country. Or they either 
blatantly or unknowingly got off on the post-colonialism that is 
so pervasive in most of SE Asia which enabled them to feel like 
rockstars.

- People commenting that I had “no accent” like it was meant to 
be a compliment

- Men who made me feel uncomfortable because they said stuff 
that were sexist; made me feel like I wasn’t really part of orga-
nizing the tour/show, just “helping out” the dudes; invaded my 
sense of personal space with too much touching.

There’s probably a few more but just listing out the above few 
points took a lot out of me, it’s emotionally draining to think 
about them.

4. Have you ever felt like you were representing or being a 
spokesperson for “Asia” or “Asians” to people from bands 
that have been on tour?

Oftentimes I get asked about Japanese or Indonesian culture like 
I am supposed to know about them. Or SE Asia gets lumped into 
this one monolithic mess where the people from the different 
countries are one and the same.

5. Do you feel that there is a cultural hierarchy when it comes 
to bands/politics from North America, England or Australia/
Aotearoa, and how does that play out that you have seen?

As most of SE Asia is influenced by the United States the DIY 
scenes are then also predominantly influenced by American 
subcultural politics. As a friend of mine summed it up very 
nicely, “we fight american culture with american subculture.” A 
lot of kids are first exposed to zines and bands from the States 
so SE Asian scenes are definitely heavily influenced by that. 
I don’t think there is so much a cultural hierarchy that exists 
which makes one region better or more sought-after than oth-
ers; I think as a result of post-colonialism and globalization most 
western (read: white) outputs are more paid attention to. I feel 
that shifting somewhat in the past 2 years though, as more SE 
Asian punks have become more critical and are working to cre-
ate scenes that move away from the romanticization of western 
subcultural resistance.

6. Have you ever noticed how things are legitimate the more 
“Western” or familiar it is to people from Western countries? 

(the stuff I saw on tour... like how afraid wary/tired/an-
noyed people seemed of the Other, even though they were 
in the “Other’s” territory! And they only seemed to “like” 
or “value” things that were similar to their own, central-
ised set of values, rather than being open to or appreciat-
ing something culturally new and different to their own 
cultural perspective...)

For sure. One very good example is the toilet! Western toilets, 
yay!

7. Tell us about the feminist organising you have done in 
the past and recently? How did Slutwalk go, was there 
much uproar, and was religion prominent in the dialogue?

SlutWalk Singapore went better than expected. As men-
tioned above, it was not a march but a gathering in a public 
park. We expected 300 people, but 600 people turned up! A 
loose feminist community was also established as a result, it 
brought folks from all walks of life whom the general orga-
nizing committee weren’t acquainted with before, which was 
definitely one of my highlights. We received a lot of press, 
some positive and some negative, but I felt they all achieved 
the main thing that we wanted: which was to create dialogue 
and awareness surrounding sexual assault, victim-blaming, 
and slut-shaming. We weren’t looking to dismantle them so 
quickly with the inaugural event especially in a politically-
conservative place such as Singapore so awareness was a 
good start. There was also a lot of trolling on the internet 
which was upsetting and triggering. I don’t think religion was 
prominent in the dialogue as Singapore is a secular state, but 
obviously the issue of “morality” was involved.

Other feminist organizing that I have done include organizing 
a Ladyfest-type gig in 2008, screening feminist-centric films 
with Underneath The Radar and individually, and organizing 
and being part of an art exhibition called Portraits of Deface-
ment which sought to debunk the idea of the “perfect” geni-
talia, with a specific focus on the vagina. In 2009 I organized 
the DIY Femme Fest with Coathangers Revolt, my Malaysian 
crew of allies which was a festival celebrating women in mu-
sic which featured a gig, an exhibition, and workshops. 

8. Tell us what zines you have done in the past that you are 
proud of, and what ones you are currently doing, or plan-
ning to.

I had a perzine in the past called Two Seconds Notice that ran 
for 3 issues from 2007-2009. Then I lost my writing mojo for 
a good couple of years as I was falling in and out of depres-
sion which affected my ability to be creative. I’ve been pick-
ing up writing again on and off since 2011, not sure if a zine 
will eventuate but time will tell. I also put together a couple of 
compilation zines: one for the DIY Femme Fest, and another



for a DIY-punk festival in 2009 (I think?) called Our Coalition 
filled with musings with regards to DIY and punk. That’s it I 
think? Haha I can’t remember, told you my memory is shit!
 
10. Can you tell us any major observations about being ac-
tive/organising/doing band stuff in Asia, as compared to what 
you’ve imagined it to be like overseas? And how is it living in 
Australia now?

I’ve been to parts of Europe and Australia, so I have seen how 
things work in those places in terms of organizing shows. One 
very clear difference I’ve seen is that bands all usually have their 
own gear, unlike in Southeast Asia, where backline is shared 
amongst all bands playing a certain show. I don’t imagine gig 
organizing to be vary very differently from region to region: at 
the end of the day, all gigs start later than the time stated on the 
flyer, people mill about socializing in their little cliques (or not), 
the bands are either amazing/shit, etc. However I have heard that 
in Japan (which I’ve never been to) shows are carried out very 
“professionally” with soundchecks starting from as early as mid-
day, and gear is usually top-of-the-line.

, 

11. What are your favourite books, blogs, sites, poets, 
bands artists, whatever at the moment?

Writers/poets/zinesters: Ursula Le Guin, Andrea Gibson, 
Anais Nin, Cindy Crabb of Doris zine, Mimi Nguyen, Susan 
Sontag
Bands: Glory Hole, Shit Weather, Drowning Horse, Rvivr, 
Useless Children, Hydromedusa, Daighila, Graveyard, The 
Assassinators
Blogs: Clarisse Thorn, Ciara Xyerra, Charlotte Shane, Sassy-
frass Circus

I’ve been thinking about and reading these poets’/writers’/
zinesters’ writing and listening to these bands a lot or enjoying 
their live sets heaps. I follow the above blogs religiously and 
love these folks’ writings and musings. There’s probably a lot 
more but all this is off the top of my head!

12. Please attach any images, that you want me to add to 
the text of your interview! 

I attached a photo I took. :)







Stoked to have these people in my zine, in 
the world and in my life. Looking forward to 
meeting those I haven’t.
MPM all the wayyyyyyyyy...

not just in music but also within the activist circles we 
were involved in, a lack of intersectional rage so to 
speak – a rage that can encapsulate our experiences of 
diaspora, racism, and other lived forms of marginalisa-
tion growing up as immigrant youth, as people of colour 
situated, connected and moving across colonized land 
and time, as Asian feminists transgressing gender and 
race boundaries within our own contexts, and as grass-
roots activists channeling politics through music. The 
name Melting Pot Massacre aimed to do some of that. 
We try to posit in people’s minds the popular eurocentric 
project multi-culturalism, known as the “melting pot” and 
metaphorically puncture it (the massacre) through our 
performances.

2. And what about past bands you have been in?

Shasha: I have sung in three or four bands, mostly cover 
bands: my most memorable ones were a skapunk one 
that did lots of ReelBigFish, Less than Jake, Save Ferris 
and No Doubt covers, and another one that just wanted 
me to sing like the goth chick from Nightwish! That was 
all during my late teens and they were all in Singa-
pura, where I was born and raised in. I’m possibly 1.75 
generation migrant actually unlie the rest of the band 
(lol), being a mid 80s-90’s kid, so my earlier influences 
ranged from BoyzIIMen to Nirvana, then Cranberries to 
SpiceGirls. It was only when I met this guy (who eventu-
ally became my boyfriend and eventually an ex), that I 
got introduced to zines, hardcore and political punk stuff. 
In retrospect, a lot of “grrrls” that I was friends with in the 
underground scene back then got involved through con-
nections with guys too, which says a lot in fact about the 
very gendered access to subculture “capital”. I always 
felt there was something strange about all of that way 
before I learnt of the word feminism, and so I made a 
zine to rant about it (it was called “Puink”) and eventually 
started a zine distro (Puinkilla Projects) to connect with 
punks across the world. I got more interested in zine 
writing and social justice than making music after that. 
That’s also how I basically linked into activism when I 
moved to Aotearoa.

1. Tell us about Melting Pot Massacre! Whatever you 
want to say about it. 

Shasha: MELTING POT MASSACRE is Shasha on 
vocals, MZ on guitar, Mai on drums, Supii on bass 
and Andi on second guitar. Collectively we identify as 
1.5/2nd generation migrant backgrounds in Aotearoa 
with roots from all over Asia. We started wanting to 
puncture the predominantly white male machoist hard-
core punk scenes in Auckland, but also challenge the 
white female riot grrrl-sounding stereotypes associated 
with all-female bands. There was this void we felt not

MZ: My first ever band was wizard rock band 
called the Muggle Struggle, but it was just for fun 
and we never performed. We were trying to draw 
attention to the political nature of the harry potter 
series, with songs such as “Voldemort is a 
fascist” and one about dementors as capitalist 
soul-suckers. Second band was an anarcha-
feminist riot grrrl punk band called Hysterror then 
the name changed to Mad Bitcher after changing 
drummers, we wrote a lot of songs against rape 
culture, police violence, anarchy and animals.

3. What kinds of activism or organising or actions 
do you all partake in?



start with, it was the first show out of Aotearoa, let alone 
festival that MPM got to play at. Not only that, we were 
stoked to be the only band from Aotearoa playing there 
too. We definitely caught onto it because of the word 
“Decolonise” ie. That was the purpose of our existence 
as a POC band! We thought it’d be similar to the Wait-
angi Day commemorated event in Tamaki-Makaurau 
‘Decolonise Your Mind’, which we debut at. See this one, 
we had a 2 day conference LISTENING and learning 
from indigenous and people of colour folks about our ex-
periences, activist work and struggles, and we each had 
something to relate to from the subjectivity of ‘colonized’ 
when we talk about colonisation. White allies helped 
too with childcare and cooking and washing dishes – all 
very important work acknolweding the importance for us 
to determine our space and our needs for support. So 
having come from that really meaningful process, you 
can imagine how we felt coming into a Punkfest still very 
much dominated and seemingly led organised by visibly 
white folks. There were all these punk bands but none 
of them, not even the 2 bands that we truly enjoyed 
watching, related to what decolonisation means to them. 
Okay, maybe one said something semi-acknowledging 
like “Yeah, it’s really important to remember this cause!” 
Anyway, you know I think the organisers decided to 
not use the word “Decolonise” for the festival anymore 
towards the end, but am still not sure if they learnt why it 
was inappropriately used... honestly, it just felt like they 
were hiding under a white guilt cloak, drenched in POC 
criticism-spit!

MZ: There were some discussions on white privilege 
and post-colonial rage, but compared to the gigs they 
weren’t that well attended and it still seemed like the 
whole festival was centred on white male punks – at 
least that was the demographic of most of the bands 
that played. I didn’t feel like most of the people that at-
tended where there to actually “decolonise”, so it was 
kind of disappointing. I did enjoy watching Glory Hole 
and met some other rad punks of colour there.  

5.How is it in Aotearoa, racism-wise? Or more specifi-
cally, what were your individual experiences like, grow-
ing up, in high schoool, currently, in terms of race-related 
collisions?

Shasha: I didn’t go to high school here but definitely had 
my fair share of racism – from that one time being spat 
by a redneck bus driver and left stranded at a bus stop 
during a shitty winter evening,  to that one time being 
harrassed by a white dairy-owner to show my “residence 
permit” or she won’t sell me cigarattes, to the many, 
many times I didn’t get the job interview because of my 
Arabic/Muslim-sounding legal name. But there’s also 
this really strange and increasingly common internalised 
racism stuff that I encounter amongst various people 
of colour origins too, to the effect that I often don’t get 
included as “Asian” because I’m “brown” and then even-

Shasha: We are very diverse people as to be expected, 
and so have different interests and passions individu-
ally. All of us though are members of the YAFA (Young 
Asian Feminists Aotearoa) sisterhood so we tend to get 
major cracking when there’s a protest or event concern-
ing a gender/women of colour issue like the recent silent 
protest over the death of rape victims in India which we 
organised in solidarity with the women in India or sup-
porting organisers behind slutwalk. I also work at an 
immigrant women’s NGO here, supporting domestic vio-
lence victim-survivors and advocacy on violence against 
women issues, so that for me is 24/7 activism in itself. 
Over the last few years, I’ve also been vested in dia-
logue around tino rangatiratanga and global indigenous 
rights’ struggles, being a native of Singapura (I’m Malay) 
myself.

MZ: We’ve organised together on Asian feminist issues 
like the one that Shasha mentioned, but through that we 
tend to have a heavy focus on decolonisation and sup-
porting tino rangatiratanga as migrants of Asian origin 
living on colonised land. There’s a huge range of activ-
ism I support, but currently most focused on anti-racist 
feminism and animal rights as those are often the areas 
of activism where attention is missing from the main-
stream white male-dominated left. I still participate in 
those movements, just not heavily involved in organising 
anymore. In recent years, there’s been a growing anti-
capitalist student movement at auckland university trying 
to stop the creep of neo-liberalism with fee increases 
and budget cuts to education. The most high profile ac-
tion from that is probably the second blockade when the 
finance minister Bill English said that we should “learn 
from the Greeks” so we responded to that with another 
blockade called “Protest like the Greeks” where police 
arrested 43 students and were pretty violent about it. I 
got dragged up from sitting on the ground by the back 
of my collar and thrown out behind the police line. Got 
arrested and put in a police van where I watched the 
kettling and more arrests unfold.
Blockading was probably the tactic of the year in Aote-
aroa in 2012, I was involved in a tripod blockade of the 
biggest battery hen farm in the country, Mainland Poultry 
in Dunedin. They were trialing colony cages at the loca-
tion and we wanted to get that issue back into the public 
arena because there’s been a campaign against battery 
hen farming for over 20 years and it looked like they 
were just going to replace it with colony cages, which 
are just slightly larger cages but with more hens in them. 
And we wanted to cost them money at the same time, 
we blockaded the main entrance for 11 hours until police 
got us down in cherry pickers. We were arrested but 
then released with no charges. 

4. Tell us about your experience of playing at Decolonise 
Fest in Sydney? 

Shasha: “Decolonise Punkfest” 2012 was... well, let’s 



though my heritage is part-Indian, I get almost intention-
ally excluded because I don’t speak Hindi. I have also on 
occasions, use the word ‘people of colour’ with a confident 
sense of legitimacy amongst visibly white people without 
considering possibilities of “colour” beyond skin for mixed-
race folks. 

MZ: I don’t think I can summarise it all in one paragraph, 
could seriously write a book about this! I migrated in the 
90s so there was a lot of anti-Asian immigration sentiment, 
got the eggs thrown at me walking home from school. 
Got teased at school. Got yelled at to go back to my own 
country on the street. Currently, there has been less of 
interpersonal verbal racism but more latent forms of rac-
ism such as tokenism, exoticisation/romanticisation of my 
culture etc. But one of my flatmates who’d recently been 
to a wedding where the groom was a Pakeha guy and the 
bride was Malaysian and the priest there made a comment 
about there being more “slitty-eyed people” people in his 
life! But racism against Asian migrants is slightly different 
to racism against Maori here, there’s a much longer and 
more violent history of systematic anti-Maori racism and is 
more ingrained in the institutions and colonial land thefts.

6. How about your punk and activist and feminist and 
queer scene/s? What’s the tone/dialogue like around race 
stuff?

Shasha: I think MZ can answer this best. But I’d like to 
share a moment during Punkfest Sydney, when we were 
observing and analysing the circumstances we were in 
and comparing dialogue around race had in NZ, and I said 
something to the effect like, “well at least our white people 
are better than their white people, huh?”, truly in tongue-in-
cheek fashion, and seizing an op to misappropriate white 
colonizers’ lingo, but also heck-true! 

MZ: I feel like there can often be this uncomfortable silence 
around race and white privilege stuff. We had an anarcha-
feminist hui in 2010 that was centred on decolonisation 
and anti-racism where the majority of people who attended 
were white, that was good start. But white girl tears and 
white guilt often comes out in quite an unproductive man-
ner that re-centres their subjectivities in the discourse. 
Generally, white feminists and queers have been more re-
ceptive to anti-racism challenges, there is at least a willing-
ness to hear us out, but there’s still a lot of what I interpret 
as cultural insensitivity and Pakeha-centrism in the way 
these scenes operate/are structured. The punk scene in 
Auckland, well, you know there’s always the more con-
scious punks and then there’s the ones that go to shows 
just to drink and be seen/scene without much political en-
gagement. It’s really interesting observing the way people 
have responded to our music/performances. Most people 
in the punk scene have been really supportive of us, but 
we have yet to play to a majority queer audience, although 
that’s coming up on Chinese New Years Day which is 

when Big Gay Out is happening. Should be interesting to 
see how we get received then!

7. What are some common problems you run into? Or 
conversations you are maybe tired of having?

Shasha: The next time a white persyn asks me what can 
they do about past injustices, I’m just going to show them 
the “white guilt jar” - minimum 5 bucks oi!

MZ: Things like racism 101, why certain reactions to chal-
lenges of privilege/racism/sexism etc is derailing. Prob-
lems: defensive white people.

8. Would you like to tell us about your family histories?
Shasha: My ancestors were the Malay people of the Nus-
antara, the stretch of land and sea connecting Indonesia, 
Singapura, Malaysia and south of Thailand. My mater-
nal side were mainly descendants from the Java Island 
mountains and my paternal side were inter-racial descen-
dants of natives of Singapura. Recently, I just le¬arnt that 
my paternal grandmother’s father was Punjabi from India. 
We grew up across generations of terribly conservative, 
patriarchal, violent Sunni Muslim teachings, but also I 
grew up with Javanese mythology, traditional Malay arts 
like dikr barat and black magic witchery from my late 
paternal grandmother. All of these I believe led to my 
feminist convictions, unlearning and liberal relearning of 
Islam, as well as my curiosity for indigenous knowledge.

MZ: The more I look back at my family history, the more I 
realise how much migration played a role for my genera-
tion. I don’t know anything about my ancestors beyond 
my grandparent’s generation, but I’ve learnt a lot from 
them visiting them during winters in China. On my mum’s 
side, my grandparents migrated from rural villages into 
the city when they were in their 20-30s from Henan. My 
grandpa joined the Communist Party when he was 30, 
being a peasant then a worker at the time, it was prom-
ising for improving their living conditions. My grandma 
had a brother who went out and migrated to Shenyang 
(northeast China) and she later joined him. They got 
married without meeting each other, just seeing a photo. 
My grandma later joined my grandpa in Tianjin where 
they worked in a television factory. On my dad’s side, my 
grandparents were both university-educated teachers. 
My grandma taught Chinese in middle school and she 
met my grandpa at university in Sichuan. Her hometown 
is Guizhou and my grandpa’s is Sichuan, both places are 
in southwest China. They were initially allocated jobs in 
Beijing after graduating and had their first child, my aunty. 
Then they were offered an opportunity to relocate to Tian-
jin or another city and they chose Tianjin because it was 
closer to travel and they didn’t want to go very far with a 
child to look after. My grandpa studied dreams and psy-
choanalysis, he’s written a book on it which I can’t read at 
the moment. During the Cultural Revolution, he



11. Are there global struggles that you want to share with 
readers? Or local stories?

Shasha: I would really recommend people to check out 
Idle No More movement in Turtle Island (“North Ameri-
ca”) and act in solidarity, wherever you are.

12. Any music of reading recommendations? Website 
links to rad stuff?

MZ: This is something we were reading in YAFA that 
inspired more thinking and strategies of resistance. 
It’s a critique of the privilege model which has been a 
dominant discourse in radical activist circles, probably in 
liberal ones too, but tries to posit a new way of thinking 
about it through ‘complicity’: http://www.ideas-idees.ca/
blog/privilege-vs-complicity-people-colour-and-settler-
colonialismx

         -  -  -

Hey Anna thanks for the interview! We hope it hasn’t 
been too long! Feel free to check us out and like us on 
Facebook at http://facebook.com/meltingpotmassacre / 
Music-wise we got our first single demo on 

meltingpotmassacre.bandcamp.com 

and more diy garage demos on 

reverbnation.com/meltingpotmassacre

DO stay tuned through Facebook! Or write to us 

meltingpotmassacre@gmail.com

Cheers!

was imprisoned for 3 months for being an intellectual. 
I don’t know the details of it, my grandma doesn’t like 
talking about that time in history very much, but just that 
they would visit him in prison and bring him food. My 
parents were both born in Tianjin, my mum’s genera-
tion was the first to be able to go to university after the 
Cultural Revolution. They both studied communications 
or something like that then were introduced by friends. 

9. How have you found your efforts of active community-
building? Has Mellow Yellow, the blog and zine, and/
or Melting Pot Massacre forged new friendships from 
worldwide?

MZ: Yeah totally, I’ve definitely found that zines are a 
great way of forging new friendships globally. A lot of 
activists travel and people who come visit aotearoa is 
one thing then going overseas and meeting other radical 
people is another. I think the community building efforts 
here have been more successful with YAFA, as a social/
support network, it just keeps growing. Mellow Yellow 
and MPM are ways of disseminating our message to 
larger audiences and getting more people involved.

10. Have you travelled much or plan to travel much? Ya 
gonna tour Asia :-)  ?

Shasha: We have had an awesome year as a band, 
having the experience of performing in Sydney and 
several shows in Auckland. This year we are aiming to 
play more shows, work on recording and releasing an 
EP, and fundraise enough to tour. We definitely want 
to play in other cities here especially Wellington and 
Christchurch. We are thinking towards December for 
Australia and then enroute to Southeast Asia, hopefully 
also stopover in Hong Kong if the money’s there!! Big 
dreams, one step at a time!

MZ: Keen as to travel and tour!
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